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Jobs To Be Done 
A workshop with  

Joe Leech
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A one day workshop with your team on how to use JTBD to improve your website, app and design process.

A practical, hands on way to understand how make the right product choices based on user needs. You’ll learn how to aּמach 
value to what products do for customers rather than aּמaching value to what the products are and use these insights across the 
business.

What you’ll learn 

Through a fun, practical example project you’ll learn: 

1. How and why to run user research to identify the Jobs to be 
Done. Research techniques to identify and capture met and 
unmet user need. 

2. How to prioritise the JTBD. Which jobs to focus on first, which 
will have the greatest impact and which will spark real 
innovation. How JTBD feeds into product road-mapping. How 
JTBD interfaces with other teams and functions like marketing 
and sales 

3. How to design products, experiences and features around each 
JTBD. How to practically translate each Job to be Done into a 
product feature / UI. 

I am a trained, experienced and qualified school teacher so expect 
to be sketching, designing and applying JTBD from the very start of 
the workshop.

Aﬞer the workshop 

You’ll be able to: 

1. Research using JTBD 

2. Advocate and evidence product choice, changes and the roadmap 

3. Design the right thing in the right order 

Come to the workshop and you’ll able to put JTBD into practice as 
soon as you get back to the office. 

I’ve worked with organisations like MoneySuperMarket eBay, Disney 
and Marrioּמ as well as many startups so will share my experience of 
researching, planning and designing successful digital products. 
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Example material
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About Joe

I have spent the last 14 years working in UX and Product with clients like MoneySupermarket, 
eBay, Trainline, Budget Rental Cars, MoMA, Marrioּמ and Disney. I’m currently working with giffgaff, 
Raspberry Pi and a handful of startups. I consult for ⅔ of my time and write / speak / train for ⅓.  

I’m the author of Psychology for Designers. I have a degree in Neuroscience and an MSc in Human 
Computer Interaction. I was a primary / elementary school teacher before this internet thing took-
off so expect fun, games and practical stuff; no boring lectures and pages of PowerPoint.
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Feedback on Joe’s previous workshops

“It was an excellent workshop that was well paced, engaging and allowed us to put our learnings into 
practice. It was one of the best workshops I’ve aּמended.”

“A career changing 
experience.”

“AO.com: [Following the workshop] I feel very confident we can take our ecommerce platform to the 
next level and create one of the best ecommerce sites in the world.”

“Engaging, productive and extremely rewarding.”  

Workshops with:

“Seriously impressed by the standard of delivery and 
quality of teaching during this session. I have to be fairly 
well-versed in psychological theories due to working with 
psychologists on a day-to-day basis in my job, but the 
insight into how to apply theories to UX was absolutely 
invaluable. Also as someone who teaches sessions on a 
regular basis, I have to say that the teaching was 
inspirational!”

“I really enjoyed Joe’s workshop. We learnt 
theories, processes and research methods. And it 
wasn’t long until we were applying them in 
practice; to collaborate, create and evaluate 
designs for a better user experience”

MoneySupermarket


